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THAT'S RIGHT. After
more than 70 years at
our location on North
Highway 52, Berkeley
Electric Cooperative will
close its doors forever.
The good news is that
we will soon move
into our new facilities
located at 1732 West
Highway 52 in the West
Branch Commerce Park.
If you’re not familiar with where that is, just keep your eyes peeled as
you head in or out of Moncks Corner. Trust me—you can't miss us.
We plan to start operating out of our new location around June 20.
Notice that I said, "plan to." If you’ve ever moved houses, then I am sure
you know how chaotic it can be. I am pleased to announce, however, that
the building came in on time, under budget and we already have the
certificate of occupancy.
Once we have a definite date, we will post it on signs at our Moncks
Corner location, as well as on our website and social media channels. Pay
close attention to that date because once we open the doors at the new
facility, we will cease all operations at our current Moncks Corner district
office, corporate headquarters and propane showroom. Please note that
this only applies to our Moncks Corner offices. Business will continue as
usual at our district offices in Goose Creek, Johns Island and Awendaw.
The new facility is large enough to house all Moncks Corner
employees—including Berkeley Propane—under the same roof for the
first time in decades. And, with more enclosed truck bays and covered
material storage, our crews will be able to quickly gather tools and
materials without having to worry about the weather or wait for a turn at
the loading dock.
As a community-minded cooperative, one of the more exciting parts of
the new office to me is the veterans' memorial that is incorporated into
our sign. We will soon start offering plaques and paving stones to adorn
the monument and honor the men and women who faithfully served
their country. Plans are also underway for a ribbon-cutting ceremony and
tour later this summer, so be sure to check our social channels for more
information about both the memorial and grand opening.
I'll admit. It's going to be a little bit odd pulling into a new parking lot
later this month. But no matter where we call home, our members can be
sure that Berkeley Electric is dedicated to enhancing the lives of those we
serve as your source of reliable power and information.
Sincerely,

@berkeleyelectriccoop
@BerkeleyElectricCooperative
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WHO
POWERS
YOU?
Inspired by someone
making a difference in
our community?
Tell their story and
they could win a prize.

Together, let’s
celebrate the
power of
human
connections.

We know our community is filled with
unsung heroes who are making a
difference. Let’s celebrate them!
This is your chance to honor the
people who are making a real difference.
Winners will be selected by a panel of
judges based on the impact they have
on our community. All entries must be
submitted by July 31, 2022.

Grand Prize $2,500
Your Local Co-op Prize $1,000

Visit ecsc.org/WhoPowersYou for full contest rules
The power of human connections.®
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New ways to
use electricity

Trustee, District 4

BERKELEY AT-A-GLANCE

FEBRUARY
2021

FEBRUARY
2022

Total kWh sold

301,624,146

310,878,322

110,858

116,729

Avg. residential kWh/meter

1,228

1,051

Avg. residential bill/meter

$168.17

$137.61

5998

6112

Avg. daily high temperature

61

74

Avg. daily low temperature

42

51

No. meters served

Miles of line
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SAM GOURDINE

I RECENTLY ATTENDED a conference where I heard a
speaker say that if you listen carefully, you can hear
a quiet transformation happening. It's the fact that
electric appliances and equipment are becoming
more popular than ever among consumers.
Advances in technology and battery power,
along with decreasing sticker prices, are starting to
winning over consumers looking for a product that
is both useful and versatile. A happy little bonus is
that using electric equipment is quieter and better
for the environment.
When it comes to what's going on inside the
home, people are turning to electric appliances to
increase energy, efficiency and savings. Whether
using a traditional electric stove or an induction
stove top, both are significantly more efficient than
a gas oven. That’s because conventional residential
cooking tops typically use gas or resistance heating
elements to transfer energy which is not as efficient.
Electric induction stoves, which cook food without
any flame, also reduce indoor air pollution and can
bring water to a boil about twice as fast as a gas
stove. And don't forget about your Roomba. Robotic
vacuums are also gaining in popularity because of
trends in smart home technology and automation
(think Alexa telling a Roomba when to vacuum).
In the past few years, battery storage technology
has advanced significantly and that means more
tools and equipment with small gas-powered motors
are being replaced with electric ones that include
plug-in batteries. National brands such as Makita,
Ryobi and Milwaukee are now offering electric
versions of their most popular products like drills,

Advances in electric equipment, like this self-driving lawn mower,
may mean you get to skip yard work altogether in the future.

saws, sanders and other tools.
It was only a few years ago that the list of new
electric product categories that were making their
way to the market was limited to things like electric
scooters, lawn mowers, leaf blowers and vehicles.
Today, the number of electric products available
is exploding, with electric bikes, school buses,
pressure washers, utility terrain vehicles, backhoes
and even airplanes. With the expansion of batteries
and advancements in technology, almost anything
that burns gasoline or diesel may soon have an
electric replacement available.
Another benefit is that electric equipment also
requires less maintenance, except of course for
remembering to keep them charged. And did I
mention how much quieter they are than their gas
counterparts? So quiet that you can actually listen to
music or your favorite podcast without turning it up
so loudly that you risk permanent hearing damage.
Pretty soon, you may even be able to skip the yard
work altogether thanks to autonomous lawn mowers
(similar to the robotic vacuum cleaners).
Another benefit of using electric appliances
or equipment is that by virtue of being plugged
into the grid, the environmental performance of
electric devices improves over time. In essence,
electricity is becoming cleaner through increases
in renewable energy generation, so equipment
that uses electricity will have a diminishing
environmental impact over time. Quite a hat trick––
improving efficiency, quality of life and helping the
environment all at the same time. So if you haven't
had the chance, be sure to check out all that electric
equipment has to offer.
Sincerely,
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Berkeley Electric hosts its first 5K
Berkeley Electric Cooperative's inaugural
Bright Ideas 5K Run/Walk was a success! The event, which
was held on April 30, was also the first certified 5K to ever
be held at Cypress Gardens, a 170-acre black water swamp
preserve and gardens located in Moncks Corner.
Berkeley Electric held the race to support local teachers and
raised nearly $30,000, which will be distributed as grants later
this year.
“We are grateful to the outpouring of support that we
received from the community for this event,” says Johanna
Cooper, public relations specialist. “In the past, we relied on
raising money at local festivals by selling concessions. The
COVID-19 pandemic naturally impacted our fund-raising efforts
so we decided to come up with our own event so we could
continue to help our local teachers. This year we set a fundraising goal of $15,000 and ended up almost doubling that
amount.”
The race, presented by PARIC Corporation and Cooperative
Building Solutions, also sold out before the deadline with just
over 300 participants signed up to take on the 5K course, which
featured approximately one mile of road running, one mile of
trail running and one mile of paved and gravel paths. Despite
the challenging terrain, local runner Shannon West finished
first overall with a blazing time of 19:14. We would also like to
give a shout-out to Berkeley Electric's own distribution designer,
Alexa Charlton, who finished first in her age group with a time
of 24:19. Full race results and a photo gallery of the day can be

THE RESULTS ARE IN:
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found on the co-op's website at berkeleyelectric.coop.
"To be around the swamp and even seeing some alligators,
coming in and out the woods, you couldn't have asked for a
better venue than Cypress Gardens," says race participant and
sponsor Dustin Camloh of Northpoint Development.
"Now comes the fun part," says Libby Roerig, manager
of communications. "We get to give away almost $30,000 to
our local teachers to support a great idea they have for their
classrooms."
Applications are being accepted online at the co-op's website
on the "Teachers & Students" page under the "My Community"
menu. The deadline to apply is June 30. Individual teachers
can apply for grants up to $1,000 while teams of teachers are
eligible for grants up to $1,500.

APPLY NOW
WHO: Teachers in public and private schools, K-12 in Berkeley
Electric Cooperative’s service area.
WHAT: $1,000 individual/$1,500 team grants in any discipline.
WHEN: Deadline June 30.
WHERE: Apply online at berkeleyelectric.coop.

It was a family affair for race winner
Shannon West. He set a course time
of 19:14.

Former Bright Ideas
recipient, Amy Guerry
(left), took on the
course with friends
Rebecca Busbin and
Tammy Stepp.

Marshella Gore celebrates with her son after
completing her first ever 5K race.

The 3.1 mile mixed terrain course wound
through beautiful Cypress Gardens - the site
for blockbuster movies The Notebook and The
Patriot.

Over 300 runners and walkers signed up to romp in
the swamp during the first annual Bright Ideas 5K.

Dave Moore, member of the Summerville F3 fitness
group, ran in full fireman’s gear to raise awareness for
FireK FiveK, a nonprofit raising money to help firemen
battling cancer.

BEC employees Cristian Gonzalez and Alexa
Charlton check their times. Charlton won her age
group with a time of 24:19.
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BEC Construction Project Engineer Kayla Paschal is
coordinating the installation of power lines at 60 new
subdivision developments like this one on Nexton Parkway.

Getting the job done
Paschal makes sure new installs are ready for new developments
BY JOSH P. CROTZER

AS A NOVICE WOODWORKER ,

Kayla
Paschal loves when a project is
completed. She’s built TV consoles,
benches and a kitchen island. She’s even
“flipped” a few pieces of older furniture
with restoration work.
“I find that being able to build
something from start to finish is very
satisfying,” says Paschal. “It’s rewarding
once you achieve the end product.”
As Berkeley Electric Cooperative’s
construction project engineer, Paschal’s
role is to coordinate the plans of
developers, the designs of the co-op’s
staking department and the work of
the underground line crews so that the
thousands of new homes being built in
the cooperative’s territory have electricity
when they need them.
“I come in whenever our layout
(of underground lines) is done and
the developer has signed off,” explains
Paschal. “I track it from there, keeping
up with the site work of the actual
development and making sure the
necessary material is ordered so that
we’re ready when it’s time to start the
installation.”
It’s a relatively new role for both
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Paschal and Berkeley Electric. The
cooperative created the position four
years ago as Charleston, Berkeley and
Dorchester counties’ populations boomed.
“With the amount of growth we’re
seeing and her role as the go-between
for our design group and contractors,
it’s definitely proved to be beneficial,”
says Thomas Barnette, Berkeley
Electric’s manager of construction and
maintenance. “Especially with the supply
and labor shortages that we’re seeing
now.”
Since Paschal arrived in 2018, the
cooperative has seen a 12% increase
in member accounts and added 300
miles of line, mostly underground and
powering new residential developments.
Currently, she’s tracking 60 subdivisions
or phases of subdivisions in varying
stages of installation.
“The volume and the availability of
labor is the biggest challenge,” she says.
“The Charleston area is just exploding,
and it doesn’t seem like it’s going to slow
down.”
But Paschal, who earned a civil
engineering degree from the University
of South Carolina and previously worked
at the Department of Transportation as
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permit engineer in the Columbia area,
has been able to shape the new position
to meet those challenges.
“I like that it’s dynamic,” she says.
“I’ve been able to help create what we
think this position should be, which I’ve
enjoyed. It’s about being flexible and
working as a team.”
For instance, Paschal’s civil
engineering background has enabled
her to help with the cooperative’s new
substation projects. She’s even earned
certification to do erosion control
inspections, which saves the cooperative
from having to hire a third-party to
provide the service.
“It saves the co-op, and therefore our
members, a little money,” she says. “I
don’t mind helping out wherever I’m
needed.”
That’s an attribute she learned from
another one of her hobbies. Paschal has
played soccer all of her life and was an
all-star midfielder at Ridge View High.
“Soccer truly teaches you the value of
teamwork, which translates to the real
world,” she says. “When everyone works
together as a cohesive unit with the same
objective in mind, it’s much easier and
more efficient to reach your goal.”

